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Adrian Cervantes’s Ranger squad was betrayed and ambushed in Iraq, sent to deliver an
embezzled payoff to a man who didn’t exist. The lone survivor, Cervantes went AWOL, returning
to the States to distribute his purloined cash to the families of his squad.But it’s not as simple as
leaving a check in the mailbox. Every family he visits has their own troubles. Law enforcement
hunts him at every turn. And Cervantes’s need to see justice done earns him plenty of
enemies.Cervantes’s first stop is the fading lumber town of Cullinan, WA. His plans to visit the
Quinones family are complicated by the death of the father and the suspicions of the widow.
Teaming up with a local lawyer, Cervantes uncovers enough questions to cast doubt that the
father’s death was a drunken accident. But his investigation puts him in the sights of local
bruisers, crooked cops, and the real power behind the lumber mill. In the end, Cervantes
discovers a conspiracy that’s robbing Cullinan of its livelihood, and he puts it to rest the only way
he knows how.

"A fine mystery with a strapping, enigmatic hero who's capable of carrying his own
series." (Kirkus Reviews)About the AuthorJack Mahoney lives on the North Shore of
Massachusetts. When he's not practicing jiu-jitsu or catching up on crime thrillers, he's putting in
work on the next Adrian Cervantes novel.
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with.To Ric and Gloria, for what I’ve found.PrologueThey were told to take care of the old man,
but they weren’t told how, so they decided to have a little fun first.There were three of them:
Payden, the oldest at twenty-six, the acknowledged ringleader, slow to act but definitive; and the
two Blaylock boys, Jimmy and Tommy, twenty-two and twenty, given to messing with each other
if left untended, like a cigarette butt in a pile of dry leaves.Even while they were waiting, in the
muddy turnout across the lane from the roadhouse, they started fidgeting in the back seat of
Payden’s truck. Jimmy accused Tommy of farting. Payden ignored it as long as he could until the
squabbling turned to actual violence—the echoless smack of meat on bone, Tommy’s plaintive
whine as he fought back—and he had to do something.“Quit it,” he said. He had one of those
deep, tired backwoods voices, the vowels hanging together. The Blaylock boys laid off.About ten
minutes later a rhombus of light cut across the roadhouse’s woodchip lot. A burst of classic rock
followed it. Heavy footsteps chuffed across the chips: an irregular stride, weight shifting between
worn Carhartt boots. Payden’s vantage point was narrow, just a gap between the thick pine trees
at the end of the driveway, but it sounded like the old man. He raised a hand to get the Blaylocks’
attention, quieting them, forestalling a discussion over who’d stayed hot after they graduated that
was about to turn into another fight.It was the old man. He was walking heavily but not
staggering. More tired than drunk, Payden guessed. A woman closer to Payden’s age trotted out
after him. She caught the old man while he leaned against the doorframe of his Tacoma, one
hand on his elbow.He shrugged her off. Not angry, but weary. Payden, who’d spent two hours in
a cramped Ford cab with the Blaylock brothers, almost sympathized. Then he blinked and shook
his head, as if cleaning the emotion off the slate of his mind. Sympathy wouldn’t help.The
woman backed away, saying something else. The old man didn’t respond. Her body language
cycled from hope, to reluctance, to defeat: hands dropping to her sides, shoulders slumping,
turning her back to him as she walked back inside. The old man unlocked his truck and climbed
in. In the pale glow of the dome light, Payden saw the old man slump back against the headrest.
Sleeping another one off in the parking lot, he thought.“Here we go,” Payden said.The three of
them got out of Payden’s truck, closing the doors softly at his direction. They crossed the tree-
lined road. The night was thick with the smell of damp loam and sharp pine. Payden glanced
back once, at the Blaylocks, but they were quiet and kept their hands to themselves. They might
have been fuck-ups in every other aspect of their lives, but they could be relied on to follow a
leader’s example.Payden patted the heavy lump in his jacket pocket to keep it from swinging
with his stride.They approached the old man’s truck. Payden waved the Blaylocks around to the



driver’s side. When they were in position, Payden opened the side door, pulled himself up via a
meaty grip on the cabin roof, and slid into the front passenger seat. He shut the door quietly
behind him.The old man blinked out of his unconscious stupor. He stared at Payden,
uncomprehending. Payden had been rehearsing this bit in his head—he had an opening line he
was happy with—but for the moment he stared back. For the Blaylocks, the violence was the fun
part. But for Payden, it was having someone in his power: that moment they surrendered,
acknowledging that they no longer had a say in what was coming. Sometimes they begged,
which was always nice.The old man spoiled it. “The hell you doing . . .” He trailed off, wiping
some spittle off his beard.The dome light clicked off.Well, let’s see how that opening line works,
Payden thought. “You promised to give us a ride! Remember?”The old man blinked, processing
“us” for a second. He took in the Blaylocks, standing just outside his door. He said nothing, but
his breathing grew shallower and quicker.“Remember?” Payden’s plan didn’t hinge on the old
man swallowing this line, but he wanted to try it out. He thought it was clever. “They’re closing
up? Kicked us out? I told you we could go drink at my cousin’s cabin, maybe smoke a little. Just
need you to give us a ride, is all.”The old man’s soft chest rose and fell, a pulsing little flannel
lump. He looked at Payden’s hands. “I haven’t said anything.”Payden glanced toward the
roadhouse. The old man’s truck faced the front corner. The nearer wall didn’t have any windows.
Whoever was inside might see the truck if they went to the front door and stared at an oblique
angle through the glass panel in the front, or if they opened the door all the way and poked their
head out. But they’d be cleaning up now. Payden could hear the bass of the stereo echoing
around the empty interior. The dishwasher would be running and mop water would be sloshing
across the floor. They’d have bigger things to worry about than a regular sleeping one off.“Keys,”
Payden said.The old man didn’t move. “I haven’t said anything.”“That’s not what I fucking asked
you.” He shoved the old man’s arm aside and fished in the pocket of his denim jacket. He took
the keys out. He reached across the old man like he was some mute obstruction—a coat thrown
over the seat, perhaps—and opened his door. Jimmy caught it and opened it the rest of the
way.Payden got out on his side and dragged the old man across the front bench so Jimmy could
get in. The old man didn’t even put up a token fight. Payden watched him—his head limp, staring
at his hands curled up in his lap—while Tommy came around and got in the passenger seat. The
Blaylocks sandwiched the old man in the front.“The switchback. Like we talked about.” Payden
shut the door. Jimmy peeled out while Payden was still crossing the road. His heavy jacket
pocket knocked against his hip bone while he jogged.Payden got in his truck and followed the
Blaylocks as they drove the old man down the road, down the winding tree-lined path that took
them out of the hills. Having the Blaylocks out of his truck wasn’t the relief he thought it’d be. It
was too quiet. Payden didn’t mind the quiet, but he needed something to set it against. He
needed those two morons’ aimless squabbling to be quiet alongside, to be superior to.They
emerged from the trees, with the wall of the hill on one side and the few streetlights of Cullinan in
the valley below. Payden wondered who else might be up at this hour. Other drunks like the old
man, perhaps, and the businesses that served and cleaned up after them. Maybe one of the



sheriff’s boys, circuiting the six-block downtown in his rattling cruiser. But Cullinan didn’t have
much of a nightlife. Not that Payden worried about witnesses. He just liked moving around when
no one else was.Ahead, the old man’s truck jinked sharp, left to right. Brake lights flared. The
truck pulled onto the shoulder, overlooking the valley.Payden didn’t swear. Why disturb the quiet
with cursing that no one else could hear? Instead, he pulled onto the shoulder about thirty yards
behind the old man’s truck. He got out and approached on foot. He pressed one fist against the
heavy jacket pocket on his right side.Jimmy got out while Payden was still approaching. He
looked down at himself, preoccupied with wiping something off his jacket. He didn’t seem to
realize Payden was approaching until Payden drew within a foot, and even then he didn’t look up.
“Son of a bitch,” he murmured.Payden grabbed Jimmy’s shoulder. Jimmy stopped. Payden
angled him forward. “The switchback.”“I know, Payden, but son of a bitch got sick.” The epithet
was slurred, its edges worn off from frequent use: suvvabitch.“And you had to stop to clean
up.”“It’s all over my fuckin—” Jimmy looked down at his jacket. He let his hands flop to his
sides.“Because you wanted to look good? It’s important for something like this that you look
good?”The truck rocked on its springs. From the darkened truck cabin came a violent motion
and the sound of a fist smacking flesh.Swearing, Payden opened the driver’s door. Tommy
wailed on the old man, brushing his arms aside with one hand and punching him sloppily with
the other. The old man grunted, trying to stretch back and cocoon up at the same time. The
result would’ve been comical, even to Payden, if it hadn’t been a complete waste of time.Payden
tried to reach past the old man to push Tommy off, but there wasn’t enough room in the cabin.
The old man flailed, pushing Payden away, as if fearing assault from both flanks. Growling in
frustration, Payden got out, jogged around the hood, and opened the door on Tommy’s side. He
dragged Tommy out by the belt, tossing him to the muddy shoulder.Tommy skidded back until he
hit the crooked guardrail. He pressed himself against it to help himself up. He glared at Payden.
“He got sick on me. All over my pants. Some of it got in my—”Payden crossed the distance
between them in two strides. The second stride turned into a right cross: foot planted, shoulder
twitched forward, marble fist into porcelain jaw. It wasn’t a beatdown out of anger, as Tommy’s
had been, though Payden was plenty angry. It was discipline.Tommy’s knees buckled, pointing
outward, and he slumped to the mud.Payden went back to the truck. The old man propped
himself up on his elbows and touched his face. He winced as he made contact with his busted
lip, his reddened cheekbones. The numbness from his earlier drunk must have worn off.Payden
climbed into the cabin. “Hell.” He took a handkerchief from his back pocket and wiped the blood
off the old man’s mouth. “How you feeling?”The old man’s jaw shook as Payden pulled his hand
away. “I haven’t told anyone. I won’t tell anyone.”Payden nodded. “How’s the jaw? Go like this;
does it click or anything?” He opened and closed his mouth like a nutcracker.“Please.” The old
man’s shoulders heaved. “Just . . . just let me . . .”And that was what summoned Payden’s anger
back: the sheer stupidity of that plea. Just let you what? Let you keep drinking yourself to death?
Let you keep whining to anyone who’ll listen about how you caught a bad rap? What do you have
to live for, anyway?He reached back for his laden jacket pocket. “I’ve got something for



you.”“Payden, no.”Payden pulled out a fifth of vodka. He unscrewed the cap with one hand. The
other hand pulled the old man closer, sliding him across the vinyl bench.“I haven’t told anyone.
I’ll never t—”With one massive hand, Payden pinched the old man’s nose shut and forced his
head back. He forced the bottle between the man’s teeth and tipped it. The sharp varnish smell
of cheap spirits filled the cabin. Payden tucked his chin to keep the old man’s flailing from
scratching up his face.The old man started sputtering and choking. Payden kept pouring. Much
of the glugging vodka seeped down the old man’s jaw, soaking his shirt.When the bottle was
empty, Payden let go of the old man’s nose. The old man sat on the bench, arms limp at his
sides, gasping for air. Payden got out and went to the guardrail, wiping the bottle down as he
went. He flung it into the darkness and waited until he heard it land in some underbrush.He went
back around the front of the truck, nearer the road, where Jimmy was helping Tommy walk off
that right cross. Jimmy looked up at Payden. His eyes were blank: not scared, not angry, not
even questioning what had happened—just a pair of big empty saucers, waiting for Payden’s
instructions to fill them.“Go get your truck from the switchback,” Payden said.“That’s like . . .”
Jimmy turned, staring into the unlit distance, as if he might see a sign. “. . . like, two miles from
here.”Payden ignored the interruption. “Stay on the shoulder. If you see headlights, hit the deck.
No one can see you out here, remember?”Without waiting for further objections, Payden
clambered back into the driver’s side. The old man hadn’t moved. His breathing had slowed a
great deal, like a child about to fall asleep. But he wasn’t out yet. His head turned on his limp
neck, and his watery gaze rested on Payden. His lips moved weakly, pulling back from the teeth.
”D . . .” Flooded with cheap vodka and stinking of fear, he lacked the strength to finish. But
Payden might have guessed what he was trying to say.Don’t.Payden put one hand on the old
man’s jaw, the other on the crown of his head. He tilted the chin up, resting the head
perpendicular to the spine. Then he took a deep breath and twisted sharply.The crick-ack
reverberated through the cabin.Payden used his handkerchief to wipe down the steering wheel,
console, and bench. He got the door handles, the door levers, and the little calf tongue that
adjusted the rearview mirror. When he was satisfied, he pulled on the kitchen gloves he’d tucked
inside his jacket earlier in the evening.There was a narrow gap between the guardrails at the
edge of the shoulder. A man would have to turn sideways and shimmy to get through it, and it
would lead to nothing but a forty-degree decline and a long tumble through the underbrush. But
it was wide enough that a man might stagger up to it and piss if he pulled over.Payden slung the
old man over his shoulder like a sack of laundry. He carried him to the gap in the guardrail. With
one grunting heave—bend at the knees, deep breath, explode upward—he tossed the old man
down the hill. There were a few moments of splintering branches and dislodged pine needles.
Then silence.Sighing, Payden turned and headed back to his own truck. He left the old man’s
vehicle in the darkness behind him, the door open, the door alarm chiming into the night. He
trudged uphill, feeling it in his calves, the adrenaline and anticipation wearing off. As much as he
hated to admit it, the whole improvisation had stemmed from trying to have a little fun with the
old man first. Next time—and Payden didn’t kid himself there wouldn’t be a next time—he’d



dispense with the frivolities.oneEverything Adrian Cervantes knew about the town of Cullinan
came from a dead man’s reminiscences and two hours of online research. The research he had
done on the plane, scrolling through his phone as the mist parted over Sea-Tac. The town’s
cheery website sold Cullinan as a tourist destination, perfect for fishing, hiking, camping, and
other wilderness pursuits. There were news articles about the town locked behind paywalls; the
snippets alluded to industry in decline, bankruptcy, exodus. The dead man had alluded to the
same, albeit more colorfully.Go up in the hills at night and try to score, man. Or just park on the
overlook and chuck beer bottles into the woods. That’s it. No colleges, no shopping malls.
Nearest movie theater was in Aberdeen. Just a lot of pasty white boys getting doughy like
donuts. Wasn’t all gang violence and quinceañeras like your hometown, eh, Barrio?Sure,
Prep.Even now, seven years on, driving alone in a rented SUV from Sea-Tac to Cullinan, Adrian
could hear Ricky Quinones giggling at his own jokes. They had bonded early in their
deployment. Two Chicanos on the same squad—look out everybody, count your hubcaps. From
Ricky’s stories, Adrian expected a cookie-cutter Pacific Northwest suburb: quarter-acre lawns,
rustic-style houses with vinyl siding colored to look like timber. He expected a bucolic place
where a kid would have to work to get in trouble, get sent off to a military academy, get a taste for
the dirt and metal and enlist after graduating, like Ricky had.As Adrian passed through Cullinan’s
downtown, however, he started seeing the marks the exodus had left. Brick storefronts with
LIQUIDATION or GOING OUT OF BUSINESS signs flanked him as he drove. People waited for
buses or sat on benches in lazy conversation; no pressing business called them elsewhere. It
was the slow, unambitious pace of a town without industry. Even for a Sunday afternoon, it felt
dead.The GPS steered Adrian into a residential development, laid out in a green valley wet with
recent rain. Each house had a small lot of dewy grass to itself. Maybe one in five houses had
boards on the windows, or an official notice in glistening laminate tacked to the door. Of the
houses that still looked occupied, many had neglected yards: grass run wild, cars on blocks out
front. It was a sunny day—or would’ve been, behind the overcast—but Adrian saw no children
riding bikes or chasing balls, no young couples walking dogs or pushing strollers.The lack of
kids was what made Adrian’s breath come high and shallow. Rolling through Mosul, one passed
a thousand different things on the road that could signify an ambush or IED: an unusual piece of
refuse, a stack of crates, an abandoned vehicle. A street without kids was a dead giveaway.
Adrian idled at a stop sign for a minute until the spots cleared from his vision, until he reminded
himself that whatever else might threaten him in Cullinan, it wouldn’t be an ambush.Adrian
reached his destination after a few more turns down suburban blocks. The GPS warned him it
was coming up on the right, but the line of cars called attention to it first. Adrian cruised by
slowly, trying to scope out details. People lingered on the front lawn, nursing cigarettes or red
plastic cups. They were all dressed somewhat formally, in comfortable blazers or light dresses in
muted colors. They glanced up as Adrian passed.He pulled over at the end of the block. Shit. In
his ideal scenario, he would be paying this call alone. He thought for a moment, drumming his
fingers on the steering wheel. Come back later? Tomorrow? But the gathering was already too



much of a variable. Who knew what another twenty-four hours of delay might bring? Mr. and Mrs.
Quinones might be gone by then.Adrian examined his outfit in the visor mirror. He wore one of
his favored designer suits, charcoal gray with a silver pocket square. He’d found this sort of outfit
put strangers at ease; today, joining a party in progress, it was just a happy coincidence.
Donning a high-end suit also put Adrian in the right frame of mind, the same way tightening the
straps on his tac vest had. If he was going to carry one point six million dollars in his pocket, he
had to look the part.The house looked well kept: lawn a bit overgrown, but all the siding intact
and the windows clear. The interior was dark from all the people packed inside. Adrian threaded
between a clump of older men on the porch—retired mill workers, most likely, with craggy faces
and muscled forearms. Conversations faded to silence as he approached. Adrian nodded a
greeting.“You get yours early?” The speaker was an older man, face lined like a fist.“Beg your
pardon?” said Adrian.“Couldn’t wait to get y’self a new suit. New ride.” The older man’s fingers
ran up and down his own corduroy jacket, as if in mocking comparison. “You work your whole
life, and—”“Dad, he’s not from the mill.” The man sitting next to him, roughly Adrian’s age, put a
hand on his arm.The older man turned, squinting. Adrian took advantage of the confusion to
smile and wave to the others and press on. Wonder what that was about, he thought.A dozen
pairs of eyes turned to Adrian as he entered, and most lingered for a moment longer than
normal. Perhaps the suit had been a mistake; he was the best-dressed man in the room by at
least two thousand dollars. The other men wore denim jackets over church clothes, or old suits
that no longer covered the wrists and ankles. They were locals, Adrian the outlier.An older
woman approached Adrian. Mrs. Quinones, he thought, but she didn’t match the photo on his
phone. She appeared roughly the same age, though. Neighbor, perhaps.“There’s a guest book if
you didn’t get a chance to sign at the service.” She gestured to a massive white tome on an end
table. “How do you know the Quinoneses?”Adrian nodded as she steered him toward the guest
book, his heart already sinking. He’d been denying the obvious since he first noted the guests’
formal attire and subdued tones. He couldn’t pretend this wasn’t a memorial service any longer.
Disengage; regroup; try again later. But he was already in the door. He’d already made an
impression on a small crowd. Better to stay in, hand over the money, and make an awkward
exit.The woman hovered by Adrian’s elbow, eyes wide in that Yes? posture. He realized she
wouldn’t leave him be without an answer. “I served with their boy, Ricky.”Her hand fluttered to her
mouth. “My goodness. Oh, I have to tell Marie you’re here.”“Ma’am, you don’t—” But she was
already zipping off toward the back of the house. Christ. The last thing he wanted was an
audience for the handoff—a crowd hovering, Thank you for your service, unwilling to leave him
be until they’d been satiated with war stories and empty aphorisms. He broke line of sight by
slipping into the living room, a short left off the main hall. People stood in twos or threes by the
windows, or sat on the couch before a spread of store-bought sandwiches. A gray slate fireplace
stood set into the far wall. On the mantelpiece, flanking a candle of the Virgin, were two framed
photos.The photo on the left was of an older man. He had a thick black mustache over a brilliant
smile that burst from the frame. He was dressed in a garish suit jacket—red and gold plaid—over



a reindeer sweater. His left hand, holding a red plastic cup, was tilted toward the camera as if in
greeting. His right hand beckoned the viewer: Come on, join us!Adrian had never met the man,
but he felt he recognized him already. He was everyone’s favorite uncle, ready with a corny joke
or a classic song. Life seemed to bubble out of him like a drink overflowing. Eric Quinones.On
the right side of the candle was a photo of a much younger man, no more than twenty. He wore
Class A dress blues, with a beret folded just so. His nameplate, R. QUINONES, was just visible
above the bottom edge of the frame. Between his unlined face and his formal mien, one might
think he had never smiled in his life. Adrian had never seen Ricky looking so serious.Hey,
Prep.Hey, Barrio.Adrian looked away, picking at the corners of his eyes. Through the other end of
the living room, he saw the kitchen, and the sliding glass door that led to the back deck. A
woman sat there, dressed all in black, staring down into the cup of coffee nestled in her lap. Men
in mourning clothes flanked her like bodyguards. She had the same serious brow as the young
man in the photo.As Adrian watched, his greeter bustled up to the woman in black and bent over
to whisper something in her ear. The woman in black looked around, one hand over her
heart.His face burning, Adrian snuck from the living room, back the way he’d come. Off the main
hall, opposite the living room and well away from the back deck, lay a dining room. The chairs
had been pushed to the corners, and two massive coffee urns dominated the table. Adrian
poured himself a cup.“Finding everything okay?”Adrian turned. The speaker was about six four
and maybe twice Adrian’s mass, a vault door of a man who looked ten years his elder. He wore
an insincere smile that made Adrian’s heels twitch.Adrian held up his cup. “Everything but the
milk.”“Noticed you got lost between the living room and here.” The man stuck a hand out. “Cam
Slade, Thurston County deputy.”Law enforcement. There was the slightest hesitation as Adrian
returned the handshake. “Adrian Cervantes.”“You know the family, Mr. Cervantes?”Adrian gave a
noncommittal grunt as he sipped his coffee. “They’ve been through a lot, I take it.”“Yeah. First
Ricky, now old Eric.” The deputy rubbed the back of his neck and glanced toward the living
room, where the impromptu shrine had pride of place. “Marie—Mrs. Quinones—left on her
own.”“Are there any concerns about . . .” Adrian gestured vaguely, hoping Slade might fill in some
details unprompted. Her health? Her finances? Her stability?Instead, Slade sucked air in
through his teeth. “That’s a subject you might want to drop. Friendly word of
caution.”“Understood.” That was all the cue Adrian needed to exit. His plans for a quick visit and
a quicker handoff vanished. But the deputy seemed comfortable in the doorway, blocking
Adrian’s path.“And where do you come from, Mr. Cervantes?”“Drove up from Sea-Tac early this
morning.” Adrian gestured toward the lawn, and the neighborhood outside. “Quite a line of cars
out front. It’s good to see people coming together, in a time like this.”“Yeah. Good turnout. I think
people recognize that Marie needs support. Or, at least, they’re not going to hold the past
against her, now that Eric’s gone.”Adrian took another sip to mask his confusion. Hold the past
against her? But before he could follow up, someone called the deputy’s name from across the
room. The deputy smiled, clapped Adrian on the arm hard enough to rattle his teeth, and
sauntered off.His path now clear, Adrian headed to the kitchen to throw out his coffee. He



glanced out the window as he did, still curious about Mrs. Quinones. The entourage flanking her
had scattered: some at the end of the driveway, speaking to a caterer; some murmuring over
cigarettes. She was less than ten feet away.Just hand her the envelope. It would be a new cruelty
in its own right, bringing up a mourning wife’s dead son and dropping a million-six in her lap
without follow-up. But it minimized Adrian’s exposure and it got the job done. It was a risk worth
taking.The widow didn’t look up until Adrian was directly before her, crouching to meet her gaze.
“Mrs. Quinones?”Her eyes were wet and red, her head tilted with confusion. She looked as if she
had been confused for several days and never expected to stop. She said nothing.“My name is
Adrian Cervantes. I’m terribly sorry for your loss, Mrs. Quinones.”She nodded, but there was no
warmth or acknowledgment behind it. It was a mechanical gesture: a civil reflex, but no more.“I’m
also sorry for Ricky, ma’am. I knew him, from—”“From overseas?” This lit a spark. She set her
mug down on the stained deck bench and took Adrian’s hands in hers.“Yes, ma’am. We served
together in the 75th.” He sat on the bench next to her. Already the plan to make this quick had
fallen apart. But the lonely desperation in Mrs. Quinones’s eyes snared him, tripped him, made it
impossible to walk away. “He was a good soldier. Everyone liked him.”Hey, Barrio.Hey,
Prep.“Were you there? When . . .” Mrs. Quinones trailed off, her lower lip shaking.A man about
Mrs. Quinones’s age—tall, thinning blond hair, not quite as big as Deputy Slade but near to it—
hovered near the sliding door, glaring at Adrian. He seemed torn by the need to give the grieving
widow privacy and the desire to bounce Adrian like a rowdy drunk. Adrian shifted on the bench,
keeping his weight on his feet. May need to move soon.“This is actually about Ricky,” he said.
“About you and your family, rather. There’s something . . .”Adrian sighed, fumbling inside his suit
jacket. He had rehearsed this speech on the flight in, lips moving silently as he tried the words
out again and again. But nothing on the ground was as he’d envisioned it.He took out the
envelope in his pocket. It trembled in his hands. “Mrs. Quinones, there’s this . . . there’s a sum of
money that should go to your family. To you, I suppose. Ricky would—”Then he cut himself off.
The word money had quickened Mrs. Quinones’s breathing. She pulled her hands back as if
from a snapping dog.“He didn’t!” She shook her head, pressing her fists to her mouth. “He swore
he didn’t! He swore he wasn’t involved!”Adrian stared at her, slack-jawed. He had no idea what
this meant. He tried to take her hands, but she flailed at him. Withdrawing, trying to make himself
look harmless, he stood up and backed away.Footsteps pounded across the deck. The older
man, with the blond hair and big shoulders, vaulted to within a handsbreadth. “The hell did you
do?”It shouldn’t have gone down like this. “I was just talking to her.”“What’s that in your hand
there?” The older man reached for the envelope. Adrian twisted away, slipping the envelope into
a side pocket. He put a hand on the older man’s chest to check him.The man slapped it away.
The smack of flesh on flesh turned every head.Time to go. Adrian clattered down the porch
steps, his eyes lowered. He ignored the older man yelling, ignored the murmurs surfacing
around him. He’d had a chance to make a graceful exit, to revise his approach, and he’d blown it.
He had experience silencing fear and doubt and recrimination while he focused on the task at
hand, but that didn’t make this pleasant.“Tommy!”At the head of the driveway, a kid—late teens,



early twenties, his button-down shirt rolled up to his elbows—looked up from his cigarette as the
old man called out. He interposed himself in Adrian’s path. “Why’nt you slow down, hmm? Mr.
Casselman wants a word with you.”“Sorry.” Adrian tried to cut around him.The kid shuffled to stay
in his way. “You will be sorry; that’s a promise.”Adrian sighed, fighting down a surge of
impatience. He stepped outside himself for a moment. The kid was an obstacle, sure, and came
off like a bit of a prick. But Adrian was the stranger here. He had to play this carefully to keep
from salting the earth any further.So Adrian took a step back, then another quick step on the
diagonal. The kid, Tommy, saw it coming and reached out to shove Adrian’s shoulder. But Adrian
dipped his shoulder, just enough for the boy’s calloused palm to graze over the linen. The kid
staggered forward until Adrian’s shoulder nestled in his armpit. Then Adrian shrugged, hard.It
worked a little too well. The kid stumbled to one side, having committed too much weight to the
shove. He clipped his boot heel on the retaining wall. Wheeling his arms, he toppled into the
garden, crashing into a low shrub.A hand clamped on Adrian’s elbow from behind. He tried to
spin free, but another hand locked on his opposite wrist, preventing him from turning. In the
second it took him to realize he shouldn’t fight, Deputy Slade finished binding him up, cranking
Adrian’s hand up between his shoulder blades and shoving him forward.The deputy spread-
eagled Adrian against the hood of the catering van and patted him down. The usual litany of
questions—“Any weapons on you? Anything that might stick me?”—echoed off numb ears.
Adrian looked back toward the porch, where Mrs. Quinones stood at the railing. She watched
him with the most condemnatory anger he’d ever seen in another human being: a willingness to
kill, to not just take someone’s life but erase them from ever having existed. That Adrian could
bring that out in another person, on the day of her husband’s funeral, scared him more than he
could say.twoThe drive to Frank Gaulder’s house was one mile as the crow flew, but about one
and two-thirds on the road. Switchbacks and wide, looping trails cut through the thickly wooded
hillside. Even with all that, accommodating the steepness of the hillside, the road was never
shallower than a ten-degree climb. In the winter it was treacherous, and even in the rain a
mudslide might be waiting around any given curve.Payden took the drive slowly, his cell phone
on speaker. “What sort of scuffle?”There was a long pause on the other end as Jimmy relayed
the question to his brother, got a reply, and summarized the response. “Tommy didn’t hear all of
it. But the man was talking all quiet and normal with the widow Quinones at first. Then she flips
out and starts screaming at him.”“Screaming what?”“Something about money.”Payden frowned,
knocking his knuckles on the steering wheel. They were certain the old man hadn’t told his wife
anything, given how much effort he had put into covering his tracks. Payden had sworn as much
to Mr. Gaulder. And now Mrs. Quinones was arguing with some stranger about money at the old
man’s funeral.“Describe the man for me.”There was another pause as messages were
exchanged. “Sorta dark, like Hispanic or Italian maybe. Older’n you, but not like old. Dressed in a
suit.”“A suit.”“Yeah, but, like, a good suit. Looked expensive.”A well-dressed Hispanic stranger
called on the Quinones family the day of Eric Quinones’s funeral and started an argument with
the widow about money. Payden forced a sigh through his teeth to keep from getting sick to his



stomach. There wasn’t any uncertainty. He knew exactly how Mr. Gaulder would react, what
questions he’d ask, and who he would blame.“And then he coldcocked Tommy?” he
asked.“Clean out of nowhere. They told him to leave, so he’s walking to the driveway, and
Tommy was just . . .” There were indistinct murmurs. “. . . Tommy told him to get out of there, like
he’s sticking up for the family, right? To allay suspicion? And the man threw him in a
bush.”“Threw him how?”“Just, y’know. Shoved him.” Another pause. “Tackled him, Tommy
says.”“So the old man in the expensive suit spears Tommy on his way out the door. Just out of
sheer cussedness.”Jimmy seemed to have trouble relaying this to Tommy. Payden heard the
younger brother’s plaintive whine in the background. “Hang on,” Jimmy said. “I’mma put Tommy
on.”“Forget it.” Payden rolled his eyes and ended the call.The Gaulder house was a sprawling
three-story cabin less than ten years old. The cut through the tree line that made the driveway
gave the Gaulders a clear view of Cullinan and the valley. They were surrounded by trees on all
other sides, burrowed in deep. It gave a sense of being cloistered away that the Gaulders
probably found comforting.Payden found Mr. Gaulder on the back deck, after a glass of water
and his attempt at small talk with the boss’s wife. His boss lay on a workout bench, putting up
two fifty on the bar. An array of dumbbells and kettlebells sat in a circle around him like an
audience. Gaulder nodded, to indicate that he’d heard Payden come out, but kept at his current
set until he reached a stopping point. His mouth hung open with the idle forgetfulness of
someone working too hard to care how he looked.Frank Gaulder looked like a nebbish in all but
two circumstances. Most people who saw him at a distance—egg bald, thick beard, glasses,
unfashionable windbreaker—pegged him as a manager or a back-office type right away. They
weren’t wrong. But anyone who saw Gaulder work with his hands saw the furious devotion he
was capable of. When he worked out, he breathed with a weightlifter’s discipline: volcanic grunts
through flared nostrils and clenched teeth.The other circumstance was when someone did
something Gaulder found stupid. Gaulder rarely yelled. No more than two or three times in
Payden’s recollection, and Payden had worked for him in one capacity or another for three years.
But Gaulder could stare through a man with withering contempt. He made you feel that your
inability to answer questions to his satisfaction wasn’t just a failing on your part. It was a crime. It
was robbing Gaulder of time that he could spend on his other projects. And Frank Gaulder’s
response to thieves was positively medieval.Payden wondered sometimes how much of his
intelligence—his ability to manage boys like the Blaylocks, to plan out jobs—came from his own
birth or education, and how much came from his anticipating questions his boss might ask.
Questions he wasn’t looking forward to. Fear and conditioning don’t produce intelligence in a
man, but they can fake it over time.“Someone was asking after Quinones this morning.”“At the
memorial service?” Gaulder picked up a bottle of beer off the deck railing. He stared into the
middle distance for a moment before drinking it. “Who was it?”“Stranger. Last name of
Cervantes.”“Cervantes.” Gaulder took another sip.“Tommy says he had a lot of money. Nice suit,
expensive car.”Gaulder arched his eyebrows. Payden could imagine his train of thought: What
Tommy Blaylock sees as a lot of money . . . But he waited patiently while Gaulder toweled sweat



off his hands and forearms.“What did this stranger ask, specifically?”“Tommy didn’t get that
part.” On account of being knocked on his ass, Payden didn’t add. “But whatever he was asking
had Mrs. Quinones shook. She was screaming at him to leave. Ended up getting arrested.”“The
stranger did?” Gaulder frowned, rolling a thought between his teeth. “How old is he?”“Tommy
said a little older’n me.” Not that that was any guide; anyone between twenty-four and fifty-five
looked the same age to the Blaylock boys. “Tan complexion. He was more taken by the suit and
the ride. Not a lot of other details.”“Any connection to the son? What’s-his-name . . .”Payden’s
spine filled out. He had anticipated his boss asking something like this and had been ready for it.
“Ricky. It’s possible, but I don’t think so. Never known Army types to be rolling in that much
money.”“Defense contractor? Congressional aide?” Gaulder took one last swig. “Hell, MPs can
draw any sort of outfit they need to.” But he didn’t seem attached to the theory.“Maybe it’s a long-
lost relative or something?” Payden’s boss was always prompting him to ask more questions.
This was a prime chance to show off his intelligence. “Knows the family well enough to show up
when the old man dies, but still ends up stepping in it. Says something out of place.”Gaulder
shrugged. “It’s possible. Who knows what went on behind closed doors with that family? Hell,
maybe we did the missus a favor.”Payden smirked to keep from beaming. He still had no idea
how his boss kept all the angles up in his head: who to follow, who to threaten, who to please.
Which money went where. But he felt like he was making progress all the time. Someday Mr.
Gaulder has to retire, he thought.“What’s our next move?” Payden asked.“Keep an eye on him,
but be subtle about it. Figure out where he’s staying, how long he plans to be in town. If we’re
lucky, it’s just some second cousin, like you said, or something equally anodyne.”Anodyne.
Payden made a mental note to look that one up later.“And tell Tommy ‘Nice work,’” his boss
added. He loosened the clip on the end of the bar and started prying the weights off. “I’m glad
he’s starting to get his act together.”Payden bit his lip and nodded. Best to leave things on a good
note, not volunteering anything that didn’t need to be aired. He finished his water, leaving the
glass on the railing next to his boss’s beer. Then he made that mouth-smacking noise that
precedes a Well, time to go among men.“One last question,” said Gaulder. He had a fifty-pound
iron circle in his hands, his back to Payden. “You said the stranger got arrested?”“Yeah.”
Payden’s throat dried up. “Cam Slade was at the service. I think it’s just on account of how long
he’s known the family, not that—”“I figured he got arrested by a cop, Vincent. On what charges?
It’s not a crime to get yelled at.”“Right. Well. So the stranger’s getting bitched out by Mrs.
Quinones, and he’s leaving, and someone—Trev Casselman, actually—yells for somebody to
stop him. And Tommy gets in the guy’s way, right? So the guy punches him in the hand and
shoves him into the bushes. Slade arrests him for assault.”“Punches him in the hand?”“I think it
worked like Tommy had his hands up, and the guy takes a swing, and it catches Tommy on the
wrist, right? So it’s—”“Do we have any accounts of how this struggle went down besides Tommy
Blaylock’s?”Payden’s face burned. Too caught up in his own shame at having to be the
mouthpiece of a bullshit story, he didn’t have the sense not to answer literally. “Well, there would
be the arrest report, obviously. Plus whatever they put on the intake at the clinic, so we could



corroborate—”Gaulder set down the last of the weights with a definitive tunk. He took up his beer
once more. Finding the bottle empty, he scowled at it. Payden waited, hands clasped behind his
back.“The clinic,” Gaulder said.“He got some bad scratches from the bushes. Apparently. This is
Jimmy telling it to me, mind. Plus the thing with the hand.”“Which he didn’t get from stopping
himself when he fell. He got because a stranger waltzed into Eric Quinones’s funeral service,
insulted a grieving widow, and punched him in the hand on the way out.”“According to Jimmy,
yeah.”“You don’t need to say ‘according to Jimmy’ in every goddamned sentence.” Gaulder’s
voice lowered. He turned his head just enough to catch Payden in his peripheral. “I understand
that you’re hearing this all secondhand. Which means I’m getting it thirdhand.”Payden said
nothing. His heels felt untethered from the earth.“So Tommy went to the clinic for some
scratches and a bruise on his wrist? Couldn’t’ve just gone home for an ice pack and some
lidocaine and thought about his choices?”“It was one of the other guests that drove him. They
insisted. I think they felt bad, on account of he got injured standing up for the Quinones family,
and you—” Payden cut himself off before finishing: You know how Tommy likes people doting on
him.Gaulder stayed silent for a long while. He walked to the railing and rolled his sleeves down
enough to rest his arms on it. Nothing crossed the deck but wind rustling the trees. At that
elevation, ensconced that deep in the ancient pine, the rustle of branches could feel
deafening.“Do I need to tell you what kind of problem this is, Vince?”“No, sir.”“Then explain it to
me.” Gaulder turned, letting the railing take his weight as he leaned. He folded his arms and
settled those thick glasses on Payden.Payden felt the vertigo rush that came whenever his boss
challenged him to demonstrate his intelligence. “It’s bad because whoever this is can handle
himself.”Gaulder tilted his chin up, curious. “How do you mean?”“Well, Tommy’s not exactly a
pushover. For this guy to wrong-foot him like that, and him not exactly being dressed for it, it . . .
uh, it means we’ve gotta tread carefully around this guy.”“And?”He let his hands fall. He knew dull
silence wasn’t a great response to Mr. Gaulder’s questions, but stupid guesses would only
aggravate him further.Gaulder stepped forward, arms still crossed. “Because your boy went to
the clinic, it means his injury is a matter of public record. It goes into all these databases:
insurance, local, state. Federal, maybe. And if anyone comes asking exactly how Tommy
Blaylock got these injuries, it points to a stranger at Eric Quinones’s funeral reception, which
points to the Quinones family, which points to you, which points to me. Do you understand
that?”“Yes, sir, I do.”“We’re five days away from being shut of this. We should have been clear of
everything by now. We should have cleaned up everything that might point to me by now. Do you
understand that?”“Yes, sir.”“Only now there’s one more giant arrow pointing directly at us. Us,
Vince; do you understand that?”“Yes, sir.” Payden privately figured the odds of an outpatient visit
in Cullinan’s overworked clinic drawing attention from the Feds were a million to one. But, again,
he couldn’t work the angles the way his boss could.“So instead of getting out of town for the next
week, I need you to stick around instead. I need to know who exactly this Cervantes is. I need to
know his relation to the Quinones. I need to know what will get him out of Cullinan—out of the
state of Washington—inside of five days.”“Yes, sir.”Gaulder sighed, rubbing his beard with both



hands, as if that might scour the nerves out. “It’s probably nothing. But . . . you understand why
things need to be quiet now, right? Why I need fewer surprises in the next week, rather than
more?”“Yes, sir.” Again, a lie. “Should I say anything to the Blaylocks?”“No.” Gaulder snorted,
shaking his head. “Keep them as far away from this stranger as possible. I want you on this.
Don’t delegate.”“Yes, sir.”“Should I worry about those kids, Vince? Should I be worried about
Tommy?”That poured a thin film of ice water over Payden’s heart. Those were the words his boss
had used a week ago, on this same deck, with the sun setting over Rainier and beers in hand.
Do you think he’ll keep quiet? Should I be worried about Eric Quinones, Vince?Payden got
frustrated with the Blaylock boys. No matter how many times he lectured them, or yelled at them,
or even thwacked them upside the head, he couldn’t get them to realize how serious this
business was. There were plenty of days he wished he had someone else to rely on.But he’d
known Tommy and Jimmy since they were born. The idea that he might have to kill one of them—
or both of them—weighed on his gut with dread. Because when his boss got it in his head that
someone might be less of a problem dead than alive, Payden was his next call.threeVirginia Hue
was accustomed to not meeting her clients until twenty minutes before they got arraigned. The
Thurston County Legal Aid Society had a sticker on a payphone in the sheriff’s office, right
below the bail bond service and above a Good Samaritan hotline. Dialing the number on that
sticker got you a voice mail menu that could forward you to any of the practicing criminal
attorneys nearby. It was steady business for Virginia, but it meant her Mondays could be
somewhat rushed.She jogged across the parking lot of the sheriff’s office, pinning her shoulder
bag to her side to keep it from bludgeoning her. She caught up with the department van as it was
backing away from the rear loading dock. Circling to the front, she pounded on the driver’s
window with her palm.The window buzzed down. “Morning, Ginny.”Thankfully, Virginia was too
breathless from running to fire back with one of the driver’s less flattering high school nicknames.
“Morning, Curt. You got one of mine in there?”“Disorderly conduct.”“Great. I need to talk to him.”
The anaerobic high of sprinting had worn off, leaving her gasping. She finished the thought by
gesturing toward the rear of the van, the steel-grilled windows.“Maybe the judge’ll give you a
minute.”“Curt.” Every time. “He’s got a right to consult with his attorney prior to arraignment.”The
driver shrugged, unimpressed.“I’ll buy you a coffee. After the arraignment.” The coffee machine
in the sheriff’s office had a legendary buildup of burnt, tarry residue. Virginia had tried it once. It
reminded her of making out with a smoker.
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Tony Parsons, “crime thriller. Cullinan, WA. Roadhouse. The old man didn’t stand a
chance.Vince Payden (26, oldest, ringleader), Jimmy Blaylock (22), & Tommy Blaylock (20) stole
his truck.Cullinan website. Adrian Cervantes (US Army 75th Rangers, 4th Battalion, Echo
Company Sergeant, x 3 Iraq) had returned & had a mission to do. When he arrived, he thought
this looked like a tourist town.Adrian went to give Mrs. Marie Quinones the bad news about her
son’s: Ricky Quinones (US Army 75th Rangers, 4th Battalion, Echo Company Sergeant, Iraq) &
Eric Quinones.Eric Quinones’s body had been found.Adrian had to go before Judge Bach.ADA
Liz Weissel (prosecution) Virginia “Ginny” Hue (defense, Thurston County Legal Aid
Society)Adrian bailed out.What were Virginia & Marie Quinones discussing over the phone?
Silverlane Payroll & Processing. What were Frank Gaulder (MBA), Deputy Sheriff Cam Slade
(Thurston County), & Vince Payden discussing?What was Adrian & Frank’s confrontation about?
I do not receive any type of compensation for reading & reviewing free books from publishers &
authors. Therefore, I am under no obligation to write a positive review, only an honest one.An
awesome book cover, great font & writing style. A very professionally written crime thriller book. It
was extremely easy for me to read/follow from start/finish & never a dull moment. There were no
grammar/typo errors, nor any repetitive or out of line sequence sentences. Lots of exciting
scenarios, with several twists/turns & a great description list of unique characters, settings, facts
etc. to keep track of. This could also make another great crime thriller movie, or better yet a mini
TV series. I was just OK for me so I will only rate it at 4/5 stars.Thank you for the free author;
Amazon Digital Services LLC.; book.Tony Parsons MSW (Washburn)”

ksign2, “Original. Difficult to put this book down. Mahoney is a wonderful storyteller. Glad to add
Jack Mahoney to my reading list.  Looking forward to next book, Fair Trade!”

Texas, “If you like Ludlum and Childs and the rest of that gang, you'll like Jack Maloney.. Clearcut
- This is my first read by this author and I thoroughly enjoyed it. This is my favorite genre and I'm
happy to add Mr. Maloney to my list of "wanna read more of their books". Well written, but in
need of minor editing, and fast paced, this novel is filled with suspense, intrigue and action.
Some of the word usage is pretentious and won't be understood by today's average reader but
that is the purpose of dictionaries.The storylines are well planned and mesh into an intriguing
plot. The characters I found to be realistic and were developed enough for the story. Adrian is
interesting because he is shades of gray instead of black or white. He stands on both sides of
the law and I would say Reacher and Bourne are close character references. There is violence
but it's not graphic, it's left to the reader's imagination, except for the hand-to-hand combat,
which is precise in its execution. We're not talking blood and guts, but methods and training.
There is infrequent use of vulgar language, but where appropriate.This read like a book from
Ludlum (my all-time favorite author), Follette or Balducci, instead of the copied pseudo-



Hollywood dribble so common nowadays. There is a sneak peek at the next book Fair Trade. I
contacted the author to review his book and received a copy through Hidden Gems. 5*”

Bonnye Reed Fry, “Multifaceted tale. Cullinan is a tiny Washington state town, a place left behind
50 years ago but with good bones, and dependent entirely on the timber industry. And the
timber industry is dying a slow and painful death.Adrian Cervantes is a classic second
generation Mexican American. Raised on the Texas border with Mexico, he has a sense of
loyalty to his new country that takes him into the military and Ranger school, where he then
served in the same squad overseas with the 75th, 4th Battalion, Echo Company alongside
another second generation chicano, Ricky Quinones. Ricky was born of middle class parents,
and raised in Cullinan. Seven years after Ricky died along with what was thought to be their
whole unit in a helicopter crash in Nineveh, Adrian makes his way to the home of the parents of
his best friend to impart what he hopes will be good news - and crashes the wake for Ricky's
father. Adrian winds up in jail, charged with assault and disorderly conduct. Enter Ms. Virginia
Hue, a second generation Vietnamese immigrant and attorney tasked with Adrian's defense in
court. The bad guys are classic also. Working under the command of Frank Gaulder, an outsider
who is tasked with nursing the lumber company in Cullinan through bankruptcy and closure, the
most visible bad guys are not the brightest bulbs in the box.The bodies keep piling up and
Virginia and Adrian seem to be two steps behind those bad guys. This was a very intriguing tale,
one that I thoroughly enjoyed. Clearcut is a novel I am happy to recommend to family and
friends, and is the first in a series I will want to keep up with.I received a free electronic copy of
this novel from Netgalley and Jack Mahoney.  Thank you all for sharing your hard work with me.”

The book by Jack Mahoney has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 53 people have provided feedback.
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